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Various anomalous optical, magnetic, and transport phenomena have been found in Ku —chalcogenide alloys. Anomalous
optical properties are explained by the magnetic exciton in which a hole in the 4f conduction band and an electron (for
optically active magnetic exciton) in the 5d conduction band make a bound state. Strong d—fexchange interaction between
the magnetic-exciton electron of Sd character and the 4f electrons in the surrounding Eu'+ ions is the origin of the anomaly
Anomalous magnetic properties in dilute R~+ alloys are explained by the properties of the giant spin molecule which
comes from the strong s f excha—nge interaction between the impurity electron and the 4f electrons at the central R'+
and the surrounding Ku~+. The anomalous transition from the hopping type to the metallic-impurity band conduction
in dilute R'+ alloys is also explained by the temperature dependence of the activation energy due to the s f exchange—
interaction in the magnetic-impurity state.

I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF
EXPERIMENTS

Among various rare-earth chalcogenide compounds,
the series of the type RX, in which R means a rare-
earth atom and X means 0, S, Se, or Te, has been
investigated fairly well due to many interesting prop-
erties. The recent experimental investigation of this
series have been done mostly by the IBM group in
Yorktown Heights and the Busch group in Zurich. ' "

In this series of compounds, Eu, Sm, and Yb usu-
ally prefer divalency and thus the compounds in
which R is one of these are fairly good ionic crystals.
The crystal structure of these compounds is the rock-
salt type, and the lattice parameters are given by
the sum of the ionic radius of each ion as shown in
Table I, in which Eu compounds are shown as typical
examples.

Other rare-earth atoms prefer trivalency. In the
compounds of R'+, also, however, the rocksalt-type
structure persists. Furthermore, R'+X and R'+X mix
completely in the whole composition ratio with the
same crystal structure. Therefore it seems natural to
assume that in these compounds, also, the main bond-
ing mechanism is of the ionic type. Then one excess
electron enters in the conduction bands, which are
formed mostly by the 6s and 5d states on the rare-
earth site, and the usual metallic conduction appears
as is observed experimentally. Then the atomic dis-
tance shrinks from the pure ionic one due to this
metallic-bonding eGect. In Table I, the eases for Gd
and La compounds are also given as the typical ex-
amples of the trivalence magnetic and nonmagnetic

6

compounds, respectively. In the following we treat
mostly Eu, Gd, and La compounds as typical
examples.

It is interesting that the mixed compound R,'+R~,'+
X exists in the whole range 0&x(1, and changes
from nonmetal to metal with increasing x. In Fig. I,
the change of the lattice parameter of the mixture
Gd,Eu~, Se is shown. ""This shows that the me-
tallic-bonding effect becomes important around x=0.25
and the lattice parameter decreases rather sharply
around this composition. The change of the conduc-
tion mechanism from the nonmetallic to the metallic
is, however, more complicated. For very small x,
a Gd atom enters in Eu'+Se' as an impurity atom
dilutely and an excess electron is trapped around Gd'+.
This is similar to the usual impurity state in non-
magnetic semiconductors such as Ge, Si, or InSb, etc.,
but has much more complicated properties mainly
due to the s f exchange inter—action with the 4f elec-
trons on the central Gd'+ and the surrounding Eu'+.
Hereafter this is called the magnetic impurity state.
Actually, very interesting magnetic properties are
observed on these mixtures. In Fig. 1, the typical
examples for Gd Eu& Se and La Eu~ Se are given.
The paramagnetic Curie temperature 8 increases very
rapidly with the initial increasing of x while the Curie
temperature T, increases rather gradually. Actually,
this phenomenon is explained by the properties of
the magnetic impurity state. As x increases, the mag-
netic-impurity band is formed and this impurity band
is merged into the conduction band of EuSe at about
z =0.25. This merging of the impurity band into
the conduction bands corresponds to the appearance
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TmLE I. The atomic distances and the ionic radii of RX and
rare-earth metals.
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of the metallic bonding and the sharp decreasing of
the lattice parameter mentioned before. The more
detailed treatment of these phenomena is given in
Sec. III.

Before the impurity band is merged into the con-
duction bands, the metallic-type impurity band con-
duction occurs for the range of much smaller x. Due
to the complicated properties of the magnetic impurity
state, however, the mechanism of the impurity band
conduction is much more complicated and interesting
than that of the usual semiconductor. In Figs. 2
and 3, the temperature dependence of the electrical
resistivities for La,Eu1,S and Gd,Euq, Se for small x
are given. ""When the temperature is much higher

I I I I I I I I I I I3 I 60 l20 l80 240
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than room temperature, the impurity electrons are
excited thermally into the conduction band and the
electrical conductivity in the conduction band is dom-
inant. This is shown in. Fig. 4." Below room tem-
perature, the main conduction mechanism becomes
the hopping-type impurity conduction similar to the
usual semiconductor. The most drastic difference of
the present case from the usual case is the sharp and
very large decreasing of the resistivity around T„
and below T, the activation energy seems to disap-
pear. Anornalously large negative magnetoresistance
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TABr.z II. The magnetic properties of RX.

Spin
structure&

Curie or Neel
tern erature

oK) g

Paramagnetic
Curie

tern erature
a Nearest

¹xt
nearest Total Je

Exchange constant&

EuO

EuS

EuSe

EuTe

Ferro

Ferro

Screwb

Antiferro

16.2

4.6
9.6

80 1.33

0.38

0.25

0.06

—0.12

—0.16

—0.24

—0.31

15.2

3.62

1.52

—1.14

~ Determined by neutron diGraction except EuS.
The complicated structure. See the text.

~ References 1-12 and 20-30.

Exchange energy is given by Eq. (8), in the unit of the Boltzmann

The definition of J is given in Eq. (11a).

4

is also observed, as is shown in Fig. 3. These anom-
alous phenomena are also explained by the unusual
properties of the magnetic impurity state as follows.
The activation energy is caused now mostly as a re-
sult of the s fexchan-ge interaction and then it de-

pends strongly on temperature and magnetic field.
It decreases sharply as the temperature decreases
near T, or when a strong magnetic field is applied,
and then the conduction mechanism changes from
the hopping-type to the metallic-type impurity band
conduction. The more detailed treatment is given in
Sec. IV.

The anomalous optical properties are also remark-
able for these compounds. Actually the main interest
of the IBM and Busch groups was initially in the
optical properties. In Fig. 5, the absorption and the
Faraday rotation are given for Ku compounds. ' The
large Faraday rotation indicates a magnetic transi-
tion. Further, it is observed that the absorption
edge depends strongly on temperature and magnetic
field. 25'~" The similar behavior is also observed for
the emission spectrum as is shown in Fig. 6.'6 These
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phenomena are explained in Sec. II by the magnetic-
excition model in which a hole is created in a 4f Ievel
and an electron is excited onto the condition band 7

and where the electron and hole make a bound state.
t is interesting that the magnetic excition is very

similar to the magnetic impurity state. Actually, Eu'+
in the former corresponds to Gd'+ in the latter. There-
fore the former information is very helpful for the
understanding of the latter. In Sec. II, the model
of the energy levels is proposed based on the various
experiments.

Finally the magnetic properties of pure EuX com-
pounds are reviewed very brieQy. EuO and Eus are
considered as typical examples of the insulator ferro-
magnet in which the Heisenberg exchange model is ap-
plicable, and various experimental and theoretical works
have been done on these materials. ~13' """"""
Yet, EuTe is a typical antiferromagnetic material. ' ""
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genide films at room temperature (Suits and Argyle~).
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On the other hand, EuSe shows a complicated mag-
netic behavior because the ferromagnetic and the
antiferromagnetic interactions are nearly the same
order of magnitude. '''~ It is believed that in EuSe
the 6rst transition occurs from the paramagnetic state
to a screw-type structure and then to a state with
ferromagnetic moment. 4'""'~ In Table II, various
magnetic data are summarized.

3~( "~ Lowest ~P
(active)

~ Lowest 6s e,f.c.
(inactive)

R 4

E)
R5+

impurity
state

X (mp}
)k

+H = l9kOe

900. intensity
I'(%)

EI. MODEL AND ENERGY LEVELS

Figure 7 shows a schematic picture of the energy
levels of EuX in the sense of the Hartree —Pock ap-
proximation together with the exciton and the im-

purity state levels. This model is diferent essentially
from the result of the band calculation by Cho."
The main diGerent points of the band calculation
are as follows: (1) The occupied 4j' levels are much
lower than the 4p valence bands and the unoccupied

4f levels are just below the bottom of the conduction
band. (2) The bottoms of the conduction band are
a,t Xe and mostly formed by 5d characters. The bot-
tom of the 6s band at I'~ is about 2 eV higher than
that at X&. (3) The energy gap between the conduc-
tion and the valence bands is rather narrow, i.e.,
;about 1.5 eV. However, various experiments are con-
trary to Cho's model but consistent with the model
in. Fig. 7. These discrepancies seem to come from
the fact that in Cho's band calculation, the screening
(or the correlation) efkct is not taken into account,
which is especially important for the ionic crystal
and makes the band calculation of the ionic crystal
very dificult. In fact, this effect has a tendency
particularly to push down p-valence bands and the
6s-conduction band and change the situation into
Fig. 7 (see Appendix).

On the magnetic-exciton model, the temperature-
dependent shift of the absorption edge or the emis-
sion edge should be due to the d f exchange in—ter-

Eg
exciton

Eu(4fP
moqnetic NaK etexciton a e. .c.

( or EP vacancy )

e (4

FIG. 7. Schematic picture of various energy levels in Eu& to-
gether with the exciton and the impurity state levels.

=461 cm (absorption'~ for FuS),

=657 cm ' (emission' for EuSe), (1)

in which g„'means to sum up by e except the
center, and the d f exchange inte—raction is put

Xgg =—2 Q'J;„"d,S„, (2)

action between the magnetic-exciton electron and the
4f electrons except on the central Eu atom. Note
that this magnetic exciton, as the hole is at a 4f level,
cannot move but is static. Also, the optically active
magnetic-exciton electron should have d symmetry
or rp symmetry together with a 4f hole, and then
it is expected to be formed mostly by the Sd-char-
acter bands located at X3. The lowest-energy magnetic
exciton with s character should be formed mostly
by the 6s band located at F~ but this is optically
inactive. At the paramagnetic state the magnetic ex-
citon has no energy gain of the d f exchang—e but at
the ferromagnetic state it has full gain and the ab-
sorption edge shifts to the lower-energy side. There-
fore, from the difference between the edge at the
paramagnetic state and that at the ferromagnetic
state, the magnitude of the d f exchange in—teraction
is estimated as follows:

4= g'J;„"=357cm ' (absorption" for Eu$e),

850-

- IOO

80.G-

50

20 40 60 80 IOO '(K)

FIG. 6. Spectral position and intensity of the emission peak in
EuSe as function of temperature (Busch and coacher~).

in which 0; and S„are the spin operators of the
magnetic-exciton electron and the 4f electrons of Fu+2
at the eth site.

By comparing the emission data in Eq. (1)
the d f exchange consta—nt in atomic Eu+ hsted
Table III,"4' it is estimated roughly that about 80%
of the magnetic-exciton electron is outside of
central Ku atom. Corresponding to this large charge
transfer, a large lattice distortion, mostly expected
on the nearest-neighbor (n.n.) X' ions, is aisp
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FIG. 8. Schematic picture for absorption and emission.

p&=1.1X10' cm/V sec, nq 5 /X10——'4 cm. ', (4)

at room temperature, in which the bottom of the
conduction band is approximated by the free-electron
model. Note the large mobility comparable to Ge
and Si.4' From the large binding energy Ej, which is
more than one order of magnitude larger than the
shallow levels in Ge and Si, and assuming the usual
order of magnitude for the dielectric constant, i.e.,
~10, the magnetic impurity state is expected to

pected. This is observed as the large difference be-
tween the absorption and emission peaks; for example,
about 6000 cm ' in KuSe. Because the lattice distortion
cannot follow the absorption and emission processes
with such a large distortion energy, the emission
process occurs under the distorted stable lattice po-
sition for the metastable magnetic exciton as is shown
schematicly in Fig. 8. The difference of the d f ex-—
change energy in Eq. (1) between the emission and
the absorption processes is also explained such that,
for the distorted stable lattice position in which the
nearest-neighbor X'—ions shrink to the center, the
wave function of the metastable magnetic-exciton
electron spreads more to the outside.

The magnetic impurity state is similar to the mag-
netic exciton except that Gd3+ replaces Eu'+ at the
center and now the lowest state formed by the 6s
band is most important. The main di6'erence is that
the s f exchange co—nstant should be used instead of
the d f exchange. —

The binding energy of this impurity state is esti-
mated from the electrical-conductivity" and the Hall-
constant measurements" ~ of Gdo.O~Eu0. 99Se at room
temperature by the simple two-band analysis as
follows:

Eg =6800~,

and the mobility p~ and the number n~ of the elec-
trons in the conduction band are also estimated as

extend mostly on the nearest-neighbor Eu'+ ion. (The
detailed calculation is rather complicated because here
the usual effective mass Hamiltonian is not applicable.
However, roughly speaking, the occupation ratio is
2:6:2 for the central atom:the nearest-neighbor Eu
atoms:the more outer space. ) This is also consistent
with the picture of the magnetic exciton investigated
before.

From the above model, it is expected that the
impurity-electron spin interacts strongly with 4f elec-
tron spins at the center R'+ and at the nearest-
neighbor Eu'+ through the s f exch—ange interaction.
And, these spins are aligned parallel at low tem-
perature and make a giant spin molecule. The study
of the magnetic properties of this giant spin molecule
is interesting in itself but also oGers various important
information for the impurity-state and the impurity-
conduction mechanisms. In the next section, the giant
spin molecule is treated in detail.

III. GIANT SPIN MOLECULE

The effective spin Hamiltonian of the dilute
R '+Eu& ~ system is given by

sc, = —PJ„„S„S—2 P J;„a;S„—4 gJ,;y,y;, (5)
n)m

in which the first term means the direct-exchange
interaction between 4f electrons situated at the 0th
and mth lattice sites, the second term the s f ex-—
change interaction between the ith impurity electron
and the 4f electrons at the eth site, and the third
term the effective exchange interaction between the
ith and jth impurity electrons. The values of J„
are tabulated for pure samples in Table II.

First, the properties of an isolated spin molecule
are considered. The effective spin Hamiltonian is now
written as

X„=—2d(J'pS, +JgS„),

in which S, is the spin of the central R'+ site and

is the sum of the nearest-neighbor spins. Here the
direct-exchange term is omitted because it is much
smaller than the s f exchange —interaction in the pres-
ent compounds. This Hamiltonian is solved rigorously
and in Figs. 9 and 10 some calculated results are
shown for R'+=Gd'+. Similar results are obtained
for a nonmagnetic impurity such as La'+. It is re-
markable that the effective giant spin moment, which
is represented well by x T/(g T) because this is
the eGective Curie constant of the molecule normal-
ized by the sum of the individual contribution, in-
creases very rapidly as temperature decreases beyond
J~/x and the peak of the specific heat also appears
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(S)=xII,

(S )=x "K+x 'II2
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around ~T Jj. This peak. of the specilc heat should
be observed for a few percent of the R'+ alloys. ~

To evaluate the experimental data of Gdo.oyEup. gQSe,

for example, on the present model, the remaining
terms in Eq. (5) should also be taken into account
This is done by the extended molecular-6eld model
in which the total system is divided into molecules,
and others called free Eu spins. Then the following
equations are deduced:

trivalent ion, and

(11a)

(11b)

I.ii=4 g Je+AJ,f, (11c)

Xm T/(XmT) ~

in which J is known from the magnetic properties
of pure Eux, and J2 is also roughly estimated on
the present model using I,f in Table III. Both J
and J2 are positive, namely ferromagnetic, and J2 is
much larger than J. For I.g~, the 6rst term should
be negative on the present model but positive on

II,=gI II+4J(S)+xJ(S„)+xJ,( ),

P2 gIJH+pJ&(S)+——xJ&(S„)+Ieff(o )) (9) IO

&mT/+ m T~ -x(Rg)
—IO

S„=S„+S., (10)

and S is a free Ku spin. Note that the dehnition of
the susceptibility is different in the factor (gp)' from
the usual de6nition, and x„',xo", etc., denote the
spin susceptibility of S„for the magnetic field. ap-
plied on 4, etc., and x the spin susceptibility of an
isolated Ku'+ spin. These values are calculated on
the present model. Further, H is the external mag-
netic field, &=1—13x, x is the concentration of the

I

O. I 0.& I 3 IO Tg 30
I

Fxo. 10. Temperature dependence of the eGective Curie
constant x T and the speci6c heat C of a Gd molecule as a
function of reduced temperature, T/ J~.
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TABxE III. Exchange constant I;y and the spin-orbit con-
stant )1 in units of cm '. Exchange is given by 2I;yo Sy and o is
the spin operator of the ith electron. '

d2+

209 114

246

787 1610

3050 1050

a These values are obtained from the atomic spectrum data of Refs. 40
and 41.

the Sd band model. The second term means the cor-
rection for the s—f exchange energy when two mole-
cules share some common nearest neighbor R'+. There-
fore this is not important for sufBciently separated

molecule.

es.
For the calculation of the paramagnetic Curie tem-

perature 8, only the values of x&,& near room tem-
perature are necessary. Then, as the giant moment
is reduced very much in the room-temperature region,
both J2 and I,ff are not important, and the temper-
ature dependence of the susceptibility of a molecule
becomes most important. As x is the function of
T/J~, J~ is determined as

Jg =25m for Gdo.mEuo. 99Se,

or summed up on the nearest neighbor

12J~=300x=209 cm '.

This is, incidentally, equal to I,y but much smaller
than Iq in Eq. (1), and thus is consistent with the
present model in that the impurity state is formed
mostly by a 6s band and located mostly on the near-
est-neighbor Eu ions. The value of J~ is expected to
be nearly equal in other Eu—chalcogenides alloys al-
though there are no available experiments.

Next the ferromagnetic Curie temperature T. is
calculated. As T, is lower than JI in S, Se, and T,
compounds, the giant moment near T, is almost at
its fuH value. Then the situation becomes similar to
the usual superparamagnetism and both J2 and I,ff
become important. Then, if both J~ and I,ff are posi-
tive, a large increase in T, is expected. Experimentally,
however, hT, is very small; for example, DT,/30=0. 13
in Gdo.o&Kuo.»Se." This fact actually means that I,ff
should be negative and nearly cancels the eGect of J&.
The ratio of I,~~/Jq is determined from the experi-
xnent as about 9.~ However, there is a fairly large
ambiguity about the magnitude of J2. For Gdo o&Euo,»0,
since ~T, is fairly larger than J&, hT, and 68 should not
be very much different, as is observed experimentally. "
Then we can get more detailed information on the
magnitude of J2, and J2 is estimated as about 50—100~
and I,qq is about 450-900~. The ratio J2/12Jq is about
0.17-0.33, which is actually expected from the present
model of the impurity state because this should be

nearly equal to (occupation probability of the im-

purity electron outer than the n.n. )/(that on the n.n. ) .
The magnitude of I,ff is also reasonable with that
expected from the two e6ective hydrogen molecules
in a medium with the dielectric constant &= 10. In the
present stage, there are no sufBciently detailed ex-
periments to determine the magnitude of Jo.

When the concentration x of R'+ increases, the
probability that two R'+ are situated at the nearest
neighbor of each other increases. Then, as the nega-
tive exchange interaction exceeds the positive s—f ex-

change interaction, the ground state becomes singlet
and the giant spin disappears. Therefore this kind
of molecule has no contribution to both dT, and 60.
If three R'+ are situated together at the nearest
neighbor, the ground state becomes the doublet and
contributes to lN and AT„but has —', the efficiency
of the isolated molecule. Figure 11 shows the rela-
tion between 38 and the number of the isolated R'+
which has no other R'+ at the nearest neighbor.
Actually, the correlation between these two curves is
good. The discrepancy at higher x is also corrected

by taking into account the above-mentioned three
trivalent ion —molecules, etc., and thus the satura-
tion of d8 is expected. Figure 11 also includes the
two experimental points of hT, and the expected
curve of hT, . Note the difference between the ex-

pected curves for rM and AT, . For small x, LS is

expected to be proportional to x because 68 is de-

termined mainly by the temperature dependence of
the susceptibility of the isolated molecule. AT, is
determined by the competition between J2 and I,ff

in which J2 is nearly independent of x but I,« is

a complicated function of x and T. When the dis-

&e «a~c
40- -0.04

30

1»r'
/

/
/

003

20
Tc «+ -0.02

l0 -O.OI

O.io Qt5
X

I IG. 1&. The expected curves shorn by dotted lines and the
experimental values shown by + for LN and hT, of Gd Eu1 Se.
The probability m& of the isolated molecule is also shown.
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tance between two R~ is suSciently large, or x is
less than 1%, and the temperature is near or higher
than T„I,« is determined mostly by the usual ex-
change mechanism in a hydrogen molecule; that is,
the 6rst term in Eq. (11c). When the distance be-
tween two R'+ decreases and two impurity electrons
share a common nearest neighbor, the positive s f-
exchange interaction of the second term of Eq. (11c)
begins to contribute importantly to the effective ex-
change interaction between these two impurity states,
and below the room temperature I; " is rather ex-
pected to be positive. This effect is expected to be
important for x&0.02, and then I,~f is expected to
decrease in absolute magnitude as x increases from
0.01 to 0.02 and greater. The expected curve of dT,
reQects this situation. Unfortunately, there are no
available experiments. For the more detailed calcula-
tion of this section, see Ref. 42.

A. The Local Potential Fluctuation Due to the
Comyensators and the Holes

This is the main origin of the activation energy
for the most usual semiconductors such as Ge and
Si.4' The local-potential Quctuation is estimated by
the following procedure by assuming that the com-
pensation degree is suKciently small.

First, the probability m& that the nearest R'+ for
a given compensator is located at the eth neighbor
is calculated. This is also given as the function of
the potential energy due to the compensator. For

I.O-

0.5-

l.O0
ErEEr Em

Pic. 12. The probability w& as a function of the potential energy
due to a given compensator.

IV. MECHANISMS OF IMPURITY CONDUCTION

Here, the transport phenomena in Gdo.oyEug. ggSe

are considered in detail.
SufBcie~tly above room temperature, the electrical

transport occurs mostly in the conduction band. Be-
low room temperature, however, the impurity con-
duction with the activation energy of about 200—300~
is dominant. ""'~ The following three mechanisms
are considered as the main possible sources of the
activation energy.

O. l 0.2 03 04
ErEm

FIG. 13. The distribution w, of the local-potential Quctuation
due to the dipole 6eld for the degree of the compensation C= 1/10
and 1/30.

fairly large distances from the compensator, the con-
tinuous model is applicable for the lattice position,
and then m» is given by

in which

w~(8)d8=3E 'exp (—8 ')dg,

8=E/E,
~m= & /&~my

E '= (4s./3) E„',

(12)

(13)

and S is the number of R'+ per unit volume. This
is shown in Fig. 12. Now the impurity electron on
this R'+ is transferred onto the compensator and an
effective hole appears around the R'+. This is a bound
hole, and this positive hole and the negative com-
pensator make a molecule with electric dipole. Then
E means the binding energy or the segregation energy
of this bound hole. Note the sharp edge of the bind-

ing energy around 8=0.5.
For the transport phenomena, these bound holes

should be segregated from the compensation and mi-

grate through the crystal in which the local potential
is created by the dipole molecules. The distribution
of the dipole 6eld is calculated also on the continuous
model for a sphere of the volume X, ', where E, is
the number of the compensator, in which the com-
pensator and the bound hole are separated by the
distance R . The distribution function m, is given in
Fig. 13 for 1/C=10 and 30, where C=E,/X is the
degree of the compensation. The detailed structure
has no meaning, but the following general tendency
is seen that as C decreases the potential fluctuation
becomes narrower and concentrates at zero energy.
Actually, the width from the center is about &0.2E
for 1/C=10 and &0.12F for 1/C=30. When a bound
hole segregates from the compensator, the segrega-
tion energy is smaller than the binding energy of the
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R /u U,/E

TABI.E IV. The overlapping integral J, and the transfer energy
U normalized by 8 for the critical distance.

number of R'+ is about 0.75K from Fig. 13.The over-
lap integral J, and the transfer energy U, are estimated
for the effective hydrogen-molecule model separated
by d, . For simplicity, U, is approximated by

0.61

0.40

0.27

0.555

0.364

0.246

and
U, = (e'/ed, )J,= (R„/d,)J,E„

(R„/d,) = (0.75) 'I'=0.91.

(15)

(16)

0.18

0.11

0.07

0.164

0.100

0.064

isolated dipole molecule in Fig. 12 because of the
screening efFect due to other dipole molecules and
impurity electrons. From this eGect the edge of the
segregation energy in Fig. 12 is roughly estimated
to decrease to 0.3E for 1/C= 10 and 0.4E for
1/C =30. One-half of each of these values is the
average activation energy hE . For example, in
Ro.oyEuo. egX for 1/C = 10, AE, is about 220~. Note
that the effective hE decreases with decreasing tem-
perature because the hole prefers the path with low
hE particularly at low temperature.

As X increases, the overlapping energy, or the
transfer energy, between two impurity states over-
comes the local-potential Quctuation due to the dipole
field, and then the metallic impurity band is formed.
Note that the impurity band is diGerent from the
usual metallic band at the point where the impurity
band is a strongly correlated band and at which only
one electron can occupy one impurity site. It is dif-
ficult to determine the condition for the formation
of the metallic impurity band in such a complicated
system. Therefore, we estimate the condition very
roughly as follows.

First, the probability mz that the two sufficiently
separated R'+ are linked by any path of R'+ in which
the nearest distance is smaller than a given value d
is defined. This is given by

and m& has a finite value only for d&R . Therefore
d, =R is the critical distance at which the path is
formed with a finite probability. If the width of the
local-potential Quctuation is restricted within a given
value, the eGective number of R'+ decreases cor-
respondingly and d, increases, or the transfer energy
decreases. Table IV shows an example of the con-
tinuous lattice model. The potential Quctuation is
restricted within a given value, the eGective number of
R~ decreases correspondingly, and d, increases, or the
transfer energy decreases. Table IV shows an example
of the continuous lattice model. The potential Quctu-
ation is restricted to &0.2E and then the eGective

In the present picture, the bandwidth due to the
transfer energy is expected to be &2U„and
RO.Of+ED.»X corresponds to about R,/u= 7 for the
continuous model in which R =E ' and a is the
eGective Bohr radius. Then, the interesting thing is
that, for R,/a=7, the bandwidth and the local-po-
tential Quctuation is just the same, ~0.2E . If this
equality is considered as the criterion of the impurity-
band formation, 1%%u~ trivalent alloy is just in the
critical situation, and if x is smaller than 0.01, the
impurity band may not be formed. The experiment
with the nonmagvetic material such as R,'+Sr~ ~ is
interesting at this point.

In summary, if the local-potential Quctuation is the
only source of the activation energy, or in the non-
magnetic alloys, it is expected that, for x smaller
than 0.01, the finite activation energy persists in the
whole temperature range although it may decrease
with decreasing temperature, and for x larger than
0.01 the impurity band is formed, and when any
bound hole belongs to this band the metallic con-
duction without activation energy overcomes the hop-
ping conduction at su%ciently low temperature. As
x increases, the transition from the hopping-dominant
region to the impurity-band-dominant region occurs
at higher temperature. The complicated phenomena
in the intermediate impurity concentration4~ found in
Ge and Si seem to also occur from a similar situation.

B. Activation Energy Due to the Electron-Phonon
Interaction

When an impurity electron is localized at an R'+
site, the lattice distortion occurs in the same way
as that shown in Fig. 8 corresponding to the charge
transfer. When the impurity electron is transferred
to another vacant site, the further lattice distortion
is accompanied. If the lattice energy due to this
further distortion is smaller than the typical optical
phonon, this lattice distortion can follow the process
of the electron transfer and no activation energy is
observed. " For the reverse situation, it is hard for
the lattice distortion to follow the electron transfer,
and the activation energy should be observed at
higher temperature. For EuX alloys, the lattice dis-
tortion energy is expected to be about 3000 cm ~ for
the first distortion. If it is assumed that the distor-
tion energy is proportional to the square of the trans-
ferred charge and that the 80% charge transfer occurs
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Grst, which comes from the fact that the impurity
electron is located about 20% at the central R'+,
the lattice distortion energy accompanied by the trans-
fer of the impurity electron to the other site is esti-
mated roughly as 200 cm '. This is usually smaller
than the optical phonon energy and thus no activa-
tion is expected from the present mechanism.

C. Activation Energy Due to the 8-f Exchange
Interaction

Figure 9 shows the probability that a magnetic
impurity state has a given energy E. The first peak
comes from the ferromagnetic conhguration of d andS„the spin of the central R'+, and the second from
the antiferromagnetic coupling. Even within the Grst
con6guration, the width is about 80J~=2000~. There-
fore the energy Quctuation in the magnetic impurity
state due to the s f exchan—ge interaction is much
larger than other energy Quctuations and masks others
in most of the temperature range except for very
high and very low temperatures.

The activation energy due to this energy Quctua-
tion is strongly temperature dependent. For a much
higher temperature than that for the s f excha—nge
energy, the activation energy tends to zero because
the 4f spin ordering is at random for both occupied
and unoccupied impurity sites. For a very low tem-
perature in the ferromagnetic ordering phase, also,
the activation energy tends to zero because the 4f
spins are completely ordered everywhere. In the inter-
mediate temperature range, the activation energy is
finite and large because, in the occupied site, the 4f
spins are aligned by the impurity-electron spin so as
to gain the energy of the s f exchange in—teraction,
but no alignment of 4f spins in the unoccupied site,
and thus the activation energy is required for the
impurity e1ectron to transfer from one site to another
unoccupied site. The strong negative magnetoresist-
ance in Fig. 2 is easily explained on the present pic-
ture because the increasing of the 4f spin alignment
on the unoccupied site due to the applied magnetic
Geld is much larger than that on the occupied site
so that the effective activation energy decreases. This
is further emphasized by the fact that, even in the
unoccupied site, the occupation probability of the
impurity electron is not zero due to the virtual tran-
sition, and this probability increases as the acitvation
energy decreases. Then, 4f spin alignment in the un-
occupied site increases further and so on. The applied
Geld is replaced by the molecular Geld for the ferro-
magnetic ordering, and as the ferromagnetic ordering
begins to appear, the activation energy decreases very
rapidly with a drastic decreasing of the resistivity,
and the main transport mechanism changes from the
hopping type to the metallic-impurity band conduc-
tion discussed in Sec. A.

For the actual calculation, the simplest model for
the single-phonon-assisted hopping conduction is used
for C&&i,

~= (2~e'/SKT)'gR ipNg f(DE/KT) Q wo(i)

is the Bose distribution function allowing the nega-
tive 6, and N„(l4 I) is the state density of the r th
phonon with the energy

I
6 I.

The effect of local-potential fluctuation DV along
the path is included only in 5 for simplicity. In the
present model, the most important part for the tran-
sition matrix is the spin-dependent part. This is cal-
culated as the following overlap integral between a
molecule occupied by an impurity electron, of which the
state is defined by I S, S *, S„,&, g), and a mole-
cule without an impurity electron,

I S„,S„,S„',$),
in which & indicates the parallel or antiparallel cou-
pling of d, and $ is the multiplicity among the states
dered by S„.For the spin-independent part, we
simply assume that it is p-fold proportional to the
phonon energy. It is a complicated problem to de-
termine the most effective path for each temperature.
Here, for simplicity, the high-temperature limit is
used for this determination, and all effects are in-
cluded~in AV.

When there is no magnetic field, the calculation is
performed straightforwardly and the solid curve in
Pig. 14 is obtained. The result scarcely depends on
the choice of p. In this figure, the case of p=1 and
AV=4J~ is given. The agreement with the experi-
mental results is satisfactory.

In the case of an applied magnetic field, more
assumptions are necessary to perform the calculation.
Here, the following effective Geld is used for the un-
occupied site:

B',i)=Pg+2pJi(0 ), (2o)

in which g is the number of the effective n.n. divided
by 3, R,ii the effective n.n. distance for the given
path, X~ the effective number of unoccupied sites,
f(x) is given approximately by

f(x) = 1/(1+c"'e*),

c is the degree of the compensation and b,E is the
effective activation energy in the sense of Sec. IV.A,
wo(i) is the probability for the initial state of a typ-
ical pair of occupied and unoccupied impurity states
excluding the local-potential effects, (I w,~ I,')~ ~~~ is
the square of the transition matrix from the initial
state to the final state due to the electron —vth-phonon
interaction averaged on the equienergy surface of the
ith phonon with the energy lhl, in which A=Ei —E;,
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Fjo. i4. Theoretical (sohd lines) and experimental (dashed
lines from Fig. 3) results for the resistivity of Gdz. mEus. &Se are
shovrn. The exchange parameters are taken as J1=25~, J2= 105~,
T ff =902m, and J=1.14~ {J is determined from T,=6'K) . The
experimental data for H=O are all on the theoretical line {solid
line without assignment), except for mom temperature.

V. SUMMARY

A model for the band structure and various energy
levels is given in Fig. 7, and the reason for the in-
adequancy of Cho's band model is given in the Ap-
pendix. In the present model the properties of the

in which Hi is the effective field on 4f spins of the
free Ku'+ defined by Kq. (9) and the second term
comes from the s f exchange —interaction due to the
impurity electrons virtually transfered to the unoccu-
pied site. The transferred probability P depends on
both temperature and the magnetic field because it
should increase as the eGective activation energy from
the occupied site to the unoccupied site decreases.
In Fig. 14, a constant value P=0.2 is used for sim-
plicity. The agreement is good for the higher-tem-
perature region. In the order of magnitude for the
hopping conductivity at room temperature, the cal-
culation from the simple model agrees well with the
experimental value, in which the electron —phonon
coupling constant is estimated from the mobility in
the conduction band at room temperature obtained
in Sec. II, and C ' is assumed as 10.

The transport mechanism in the metallic impurity
band has already been given. " Here, the eGective
number of the hole contributing to the metallic-
impurity band conduction is estimated to be fairly
small, less than 1% for 1% Gd alloy.

The detailed calculation in this section is given in
Ref. 50.

optically active magnetic exciton are obtained from
the anomalous optical phenomena.

The appearance of the giant spin molecule in the
magnetic impurity state due to the s f e—xchange
interaction is essential for the anomalous magnetic
properties of the dilute R,'+Kui ~. The very large
initial increase of 68 is due to the first-order s f ex--

change interaction, and is diGerent from the second-
order eGect in the usual ferromagnetic metals.

The transition from the hopping-type to the im-
purity-band conduction is also explained satisfactorily
from the temperature-dependent activation energy due
to the s fexch-ange interaction in the magnetic im-

purity state.
The model proposed by Callen" for the anomalous

behavior of 68 is not acceptable because, first, very
many valleys in his model are hard to expect from
the usual band calculation in the present materials
and, second, his model cannot explain the diGerent
behavior of 68 and AT„together with the anomalous
optical properties and the transport phenomena.

The spin-polaron" model for the anomalous trans-
port properties is also not acceptable. This is similar
to the small polaron expected in NiO, although from
recent experiments the usual impurity conduction
mechanisms are rather expected, and thus is the
character of the conduction band. The mobility in
the conduction band is, however, fairly large as dis-
cussed in Sec. II, and the anomalous properties should
be attributed to the mechanism in the impurity band.

The present mechanisms and properties do Dot seem
to be special for Ku—chalcogenide alloys but rather
common for magnetic-semiconductor alloys. Actually,
the recent experiments on In, od&, Cr2Se4 very likely
suggest that the same mechanisms govern the anom-
alous properties in this material. ""

APPENDIX

The occupied 4f levels should be in the band gap
due to the following facts: (i) When Na+ or K+
replaces Eu'+ dilutely, an acceptor level should be
formed in Cho's model and the system should be-
comes p-type semiconductor. While for the present
model, the occupied 4f levels have higher energy than
the acceptor level, one electron moves from the Eu
site to the Na site. Then the Eu'+ state appears
instead of the acceptor level and the system persists
as an insulator. The latter is consistent with the
experiment. '5 It is also known that in these com-
pounds Eu'+ vacancy is created in the crystal very
easily. The situation is similar to the above case and
then two Eu'+ are formed accompanied by an Eu'+
vacancy. This is the most important origin of the
compensator in R '+Kui, X. (ii) In our model, the
optical absorption edge should not change so much
for various types of X because it is primarily due
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to the intra-atomic 4f 5d—transition on Eu'+. It should
decrease gradually in wavelength as X changes from 0
to Te because the magnetic exciton has lowest energy
in EuO due to the lowest potential energy of 0 among
various X. This is actually the case in Fig. 5. While
for Cho's model, the absorption edge is due to the
interatomic transition from X to Eu, the completely
opposite conclusion from Fig. 5 is obtained because
the band gap should decrease as X changes from 0
to Te, as is shown by photoabsorption experiments
on SrX and Bax." (iii) The strong Faraday rotation
and the large shift of the absorption spectrum at low
temperature or under magnetic field are also not
explained by Cho's model. The comparison of the
absorption spectrums of Eu'+Te and Sr'+Ye" is also
naturally appreciated by the present model. Note
that the electronic states of Sr'+ and Ba'+ are very
similar to that of Eu'+.

The conclusion that the bottom of the conduction
band is of nondegenerated s charactor located at I'~

is obtained, in the present stage, not from direct
experiment but from the following knowledge given
in Sec. III: (i) The mobility of the bottom of the
conduction band is very large and this is inconsistent
with the d-band model. Compare, for example, with
the low mobility in the conduction band of Nio
which is believed to be a 3d band. " (ii) The exchange
interaction between two impurity states separated
moderately is negative and fairly large. This is con-
sistent with the two-hydrogen model even in the
magnitude, but contradicts the degenerate d-band
model. (iii) The exchange interaction between the
impurity electron and the 4f electrons at the nearest
neighbor Eu'+ is fairly smaller than that in the mag-
netic exciton but is consistent with I,~ in Table II.
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Discussion of Kasuya and Yanase's Payer
E. CALLE@ (U. S. Naval Ordnance Labs.): I wonder if I can

precis a talk which I am going to give next Wednesday at the
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Berkeley meeting, on the temperature dependence of the absorp-
tion edge of the cadmium chromium chalcogenide spinels and
of the europium chalcogenides. For definiteness consider KuS.
The gap width E, is about 1.51 eV at O'K, increases —at first
slowly with increasing T and, near T„more rapidly —to about
1.66 eV at T„and then has a long tail above the Curie tem-
perature. At 2T, the gap width is about 1.69 eV, so the entire
increase in Eg is about 0.2 eV, or more than 10%.The strongest
T dependence, and magnetic field dependence are near T,. All
this can be understood, both in the europium chalcogenides and
in the cadmium chromium spinels in a simple way, if one con-
siders that the energy difference between conduction and valence
bands in the presence of a strain is the gap width with no strain
plus a deformation potential times the volume strain e..

Eg(e) =Eg(0)+ e.

Now we require e. The Hamiltonian of the spin system is

perturbation. From here one goes continuously to samples which
have a carrier concentration reduced by about two orders of
magnitude. These samples become insulating at the magnetic
Curie temperature, which implies extremely strong interactions
of the electrons with the spin order. On the other hand, tunneling
experiments on pure, insulating materials have been performed
by Esaki, Stiles, and von Molnar [Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 852
(1967)] which show that the bottom of the conduction band
depends on the magnetic spin order. Here the electrons come
from aluminum electrodes and tunnel into the empty conduction
band. The I-V characteristics shift with the magnetic order by an
amount approximately equal to the activation energies for the
trapping of the carrier. There is, consequently, some temptation
to start the problem from the free-electron side. Then one must
replace the interaction of the electron with phonons or charge
fluctuations by the interaction of electrons with spin Quctuations.
It would appear possible that electrons get trapped magnetically
in some spin or magnon fluctuation.

@S; S;+-,'Ce (2)

The first term is the ordinary Heisenberg energy, the last term
is the elastic energy, and the second term is the magnetoelastic
energy. Clearly, —D is the change in the exchange constant
with strain. The first two terms are just a Taylor's series expansion

H (s)=jJ,+ (aJ/a. )e](S; S;). (3)

From Eq. (2), the 6rst-order free energy is calculated and
minimized with respect to strain, yielding

s=C 'ZD,y(S; SI)s.

Thus, from Eq. (4) and Eq. (1), the gap width depends upon
2' and H through the scalar correlation function (S, S;). This
quantity can be calculated, either by Green's functions, which is
hard, or by a cluster theory, which is much easier, and it has
exactly the character observed in the absorption-edge experiments.
Furthermore its magnitude is right. The integrated magnetic
contribution to the thermal expansion, which is the magnetic
volume strain, is 10 ' in both EuO and in nickel metal —this is
its usual size. A canonical deformation potential is 10 eV. Thus
the expected total gap-width shift is roughly e™—0.1 eV compared
to the observed 0.2 eV.

S. METHEEssEL (I.B.M. Research): There was one curve for
the resistivity as a function of temperature or magnetic order
for 5% gadolinium in Eu selenide. This sample has about 10'9

carriers. The temperature dependence of the resistivity for 10~
carriers agrees surprisingly well with the critical scattering theory
of Friedel and de Gennes. This is a theory which applies to
Sloch electrons scattered by the magnetic disorder as a small

T. KAsUYA: I believe that, if the experiments referred to here
are correct, only the present model with the ideas of the magnetic-
exciton and the magnetic-impurity state of the giant spin mole-
cule can explain the whole anomalous properties consistently
both qualitatively and quantitatively. Other proposed models
may explain some of the properties but fail to explain others
consistently. The tunneling experiments by Esaki et al. , also
shows the decreasing of the bottom of the conduction band due
to the s f exchange —interaction. A rough estimation seems to be
favorable to I,f rather than Iqf consistent to the present model.
Unfortunately, however, there seems to be much ambiguity
[L. Esaki, P. J. Stiles, and S. von Molnar, Phys. Rev. Letters
19, 852 (196'l)j.

Pote Added fa Prooj:
(1) The mechanism for the red shift mentioned by Callen is

too small in magnitude and gives the wrong sign because we know
from the pressure experiment that the ferromagnetic exchange
increases with decreasing lattice constant and thus the lattice
shrinks in the ferromagnetic region and also the absorption edge
energy increases with decreasing temperature. Furthermore his
assignment on the absorption edge as due to the valence-conduc-
tion bands transition is I believe, to be established as wrong (see
this Appendix) .

(2) I think that the anomalous resistivity of 3%% Gd-EuSe
in Fig. 3(b) may be due to the hopping mechanism described
here. Recent experiments by von Molnar on a better 5~/& Gd-EuS
single crystal show the resistivity to be more than two orders
of magnitude smaller than that in Fig. 3(b) and indicate that a
well-defined conduction band begins to coexist with the localized
impurity levels and band. The whole story on this sample is
completely agreeable with our model and calculation described
here LS. von Molnar and T. Kasuya (to be published) g.


